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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Volcanoes pose a serious threat to persons on the ground near erupting volcanoes (due to proximal
hazards such a s lava flows, mud flows, ash fall, etc). Ash clouds from major eruptions endanger aircraft
and airport operations over distances of thousands of kilometers. Remote sensing has become an
indispensable part of the global system of detection and tracking of the airborne products of explosive
volcanic eruptions via a network of Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers (VAACs) and Meteorological Watch
Offices (MWOs). Visible and InfraRed (IR) satellite data provide critical information on current ash cloud
coverage, height, movement, and mass as input to aviation SIGnificant METerological (SIGMET)
advisories and forecast trajectory dispersion models. Recent research has also shown the potential of
remote se nsing for mon itoring proximal hazards s uch as h ot spots a nd lava flows u sing geosta tionary
and pola r Inf raR ed (I R) da ta. A lso, Inte rfer ome tric S ynth etic Aperture Radar (InSAR) imagery has been
used to document deformation and topographic changes at volcanoes. However, limited spatial and
temporal resolution of available satellite data means that, for most proximal hazards, it is used mainly as
supplemental information for current eruptions, and post-disaster assessment in mitigation and
prevention of future disasters.
Spectral bands us ed in detection of volcanic ash and s urface-based haza rds are identified in this report.
They include a variety of IR bands, especially those centered near 4, 7.3 , 8.5, 11 and 12 microns.
Visible (0.5 - 1.0 micron) and dual ultraviolet (UV) (0.3 - 0.4 micron) channels, although limited to
daytime use, are valuable for qualitative assessment of ash and sulfur dioxide (SO2) plume coverage,
and quantitative estimation of ash optical depth, ash cloud top height (through parallax techniques) and
total mass of silicate ash and SO 2. The minimum spectral channels needed for effective remote sensing
of volcanic hazards are specified in the report and recommendations, as are threshold and optimum
spatial resolutions and frequencies. Similar requirements are proposed for some important derived
products (ash cloud height, ash column mass, and SO 2 concentration).
Despite the fact that most current meteorological satellite data are being used for an application for
whic h th ey we re no t inte nde d, a nd re sea rch into v ariou s ch ann el an d sp ace cra ft co mbin atio ns is fairly
new, the current remote sensing systems work fairly well for ash cloud detection in some areas. The
main limitations of the current systems are: (1) obscuration by clouds or ambient moisture, (2) reduced
capability at night, and (3) limited ability to detect small-scale events. As for the detection of the onset of
a volcanic eruption, the current system is inadequate in all parts of the world due to poor timeliness
(satellite data frequency is typically 30 min to several hours depending on the platform) and precision
(fals e ala rm ra tes are h igh fo r exis ting tec hniq ues ). W hile th e sp atia l reso lutio ns o f so me lo w ea rth o rbit
systems are sufficient for monitoring proximal hazards, timeliness and cost are important issues. For
radar, there is an additional need for wider availability of stereo viewing, and for the addition of L-band
radar, to expand InSAR applications in vegetated area.
Future geostationary and polar satellite systems will result in overall improvements in our ability to
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monitor volcanic ash and proximal hazards, except in the Western Hemisphere. The one major
weaknes s in the near term will be the loss of the “split window” (12.0 micron) band, beginning with
Geo stat ionar y Ope ration al En viron men tal Sa tellite (G OE S) s pac ecra ft laun che d in Ju ly, 2001, extending
to at least 2008. Alternative strategies are being addressed to alleviate this data gap, including research
to utilize the remaining IR and visible bands on GOES, and better use of the GOES sounder and polar
spacecraft.

CEOS Volcano Hazards Team Accomplishments:
September 2000 - August 2001
(Liste d ch rono logica lly)

o Participated in a special session on volcanic clouds at the American Geophysical Union (AGU)
Fall Meeting in San Francisco (December 2000).
o Responses from a remote sensing survey sent to volcano observatories were evaluated. The
results were pres ented at the CEO S DM SG me eting in Brusse ls and are sum marized in
Append ix B (this report).
o Participated in the CEOS Disaster Management Suppo rt Group meeting held in Brussels,
Belgium, 26-28 June 2001:
- Developed a scenario for emergency actions during an ongoing major eruption. That
and further scenarios are presented in Appendix C (this report).
- Provided NOAA / NESDIS responses to specific CEOS action items
- Briefed on a dem onstratio n projec t to provid e realtime fire and vo lcano p roducts to
Central American nations
o Helped organize an international volcanic cloud workshop held at Michigan Technological
University from 28 July - 3 August 2001 at Houghton, Michigan. As a result of the
workshop:
- There will be increased collaboration on specifying “source terms” in eruption clouds
- A letter supporting various spectral channels on the future GOES will be drafted
- An effort will be initiated to allow more widespread access to MODIS data and derived
produ cts
- Another workshop is planned for July, 2003, with greater participation from VAACs
desired
- Communications among participating scientists will be increased by means of a webbased “Volcanicclouds” discussion group

GENERAL APPLICATION DESCRIPTION
Volcanic Ash Plumes
Volcanic ash poses a menace to persons on the ground near erupting volcanoes, and to aircraft over
thousands of kilometers for major eruptions. Volcanic eruption clouds containing silicate ash particles,
volcanic gases, and acid aerosols can do extensive damage to high altitude jet aircraft. When ingested
into jet engines, melted volcanic ash can block air intakes, abrade turbine surfaces and blade tips, and
generally cause loss of engine performance that could result in either emergency engine shutdowns or
compressor stall failures (flameouts). Other hazards to aircraft includes pitting and corrosion of leading
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edg e su rfac es, abra sion of w inds hield s, a nd e lect rica l disc harg es ( Cas ade vall, 199 2). B eca use of th eir
higher operating temperatures, the most modern, fuel-efficient “high bypass” engines are the most
susceptible to ash ingestion hazards. Thus, as more and more aircraft are powered by this type of
turbine, the consequences of ash ingestion are likely to get worse, rather than better, with time. Since
volcanic aerosols (gases a nd particulates) can be injected at all altitudes from sea level to 150,000 ft
(45,000 m) Above Sea Level (ASL ) or more, from perennially erupting sources (e.g., Mt. Etna, Italy; Mt.
Sakurajima, Japan) or from massive, explosive eruptions (e.g., Mt. Pinatubo 1991), aircraft can be
affected at any operational altitude. Thus, ash ingestion and abrasion risks can be experienced by transcontinental and trans-oceanic aircraft at cruising altitudes in the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere, as well as by aircraft operating near the ground in regions affected by local plumes or
ash fall. In addition to the hazards of ash to jet engines, the SO 2 and acid aero sols tha t no rma lly
accompany silicate ash pose a separate hazard, although not one that actually stops engines in midfligh t. Th ese com pon ent s of volc anic plum es e tch acr ylic win dow s qu ickly, and dam age exp ose d me tal,
plastic and rubber components of aircraft. With the exception of damage to acrylic windows, the damage
is dif ficu lt to re cog nize , so tha t ap prop riate clea ning and main ten anc e ma y not be p erfo rme d in a time ly
manner (Ca sadeva ll, op. cit.)
The adv ent of two-en gine passe nger jet aircraft that are inte nded for long-dista nce trave l will require
(under current safety rules in the United States) that a greater number of airports be clear for emergency
landings. For example, along the air routes in the northern Pacific, this means that proximal ash hazards
that close an airport (e.g. Adak Island) may require delaying flights through the region, even though that
airport would not normally be a destination. Eruptions near airports, as is the case for Popocatepetl near
Mexico City, Mexico, or in heavily traveled areas such as the Carribean also pose a problem for arriving
and departing jetliners, as well as smaller commuter aircraft.
Because of the worldwide hazard that airborne ash poses to aviation, remote sensing has now become
an indispensable part of the global system of detection and tracking of the airborne products of explosive
volcanic eruptions. Nine centers of expertise, known as Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers (VAAC), provide
updated advisories haz ardo us a sh c loud s to Me teo rolog ical W atc h Of fice s (M W O), w ho a re re spo nsib le
for forecasts and official warnings (SIGnificant METeorological (SIGMET) information). VAACs also
provide reports of eruptions as received from local or federal geological or volcanological facilities.
Areas of re sponsibility for the VAA Cs are sh own by Figure 1. T he Volcan ic Ash A dvisories (VA As) are
also sent to Area Control Centres (ACCs), who issue NOTices to AirMen (NOTAMs) that describe
adverse effects of volcanic ash on air routes and airports. The VAACs are part of the International
Airways Volcano Watch (IAVW ) program, established by the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO). Government agencies that operate meteorological satellites such as NOAA/NESDIS in the
United States, European Organisation for Exploitation of METeorological SATellites (EUMETSAT), and
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA), contribute their data to the VAACs and other volcano monitoring
facilities such as the United States Geological Survey (USGS). Once initial conditions regarding the
eruption are estimated, parameters are used to initialize a numerical dispersion forecast model that
becomes a c ritical component of the air route planning process.

Proximal Volcanic Hazards
The hazards posed by airborne volcanic ash and acid aerosols to jet aircraft have attracted much
attention from the remote sensing community, and understandably so, as the location of these plumes
can be monitored by no other means. However, the effects of a volcanic eruption are most intense in the
neighborhood of the volcano itself. If satellite-derived information is to make a larger contribution to
volc anic haz ards mitig atio n, w e mu st fin d wa ys to mon itor a nd q uan tify th e pro xima l effe cts of v olca nic
activity, and to get that information to the locally-based communities that are responsible for volcano
monitoring and emergency respons e.
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There are two distinct circumstanc es in which volcanologists monitor activity at volcanoes: (1) unrest at a
volcano that has been dormant, but which may be preparing to erupt and (2) activity at a volcano during
an eruption, particularly a long-term eruption with spurts of accelerated activity or pauses (as at Kilauea,
or Etna, or the slow dome-building eruptions of Montserrat or Unzen). In the first instance, the volcano
will erupt only if there is renewed influx of mag ma from dee p within the earth. M agma mo vement trigge rs
earthquakes and tremor, hence the widespread use of seismic networks as the monitoring method of first
resort. Satellite monitoring can come into play only when the magma is near enough to the s urface to
produce surface deformation, or enhanced heat flow or gas emissions. At this later stage of
reawakening, volcanologists need all the information they can get to evaluate the probability of an
eruption, and it is here that remote sensing may usefully contribute.
In the second instance, involving long-term eruptions, remote sensing can again be useful in surveying
the active area, as it may be too hazardous to survey on the ground, or too time-consuming or expensive
(after years or decades) to maintain extensive ground surveillance. In addition, remote sensing data can
be used in volcano hazard assessment work at dormant or active volcanoes. Tables 5 and 6 (below) list
the various methods for monitoring and assessing volcanic hazards, using both ground-based, and
satellite techniques.
Before discussing the potential role of satellite information in detail, it is useful to lay out some
differences between dealing with local volcanic hazards vs. the disseminated ash-plume. These
differences include:
1. The magnitude of the proximal threat is much larger. There is the potential for many (perhaps
thousands) of deaths and of extensive or total destruction of buildings, roads, dams, pipelines, or
any o the r str uct ures in the area . Th e su rfac e dra inag e pa tter n ma y be d isru pte d, a nd a rable
land or forest temporarily or permanently destroyed.
2. As with the aircraft hazard, the basic mea ns of haza rd mitigation is avoidanc e. Howev er,
instead or diverting aircraft for comparatively brief periods, proximal hazards require evacuation
of people, livestock, any other movable property, to appreciable distances from their homes, for
uncertain lengths of time, often weeks or mo nths.
3. Responsibility for most aspects of volcano monitoring is dispersed and usually quite local. The
directory of volcano-monitoring entities issued by the World Organization of Volcano
Observatories (WOVO ) lists 61 separate observatories. Most of these focus on a single volcano,
and the levels of staffing, instrumentation, computer support, and communications links with the
outside vary greatly. Their strengths in the event of a volcanic crisis are (1) familiarity with the
eruptive history and probable behavior of the local volcano(es), (2) previously established local
credibility based on that knowledge, and (3) established connections with relevant local
government officials and emergen cy responders.
By contrast there are only nine VAACs, all recently established, which are similarly equipped and
staffed, and have been designed specifically to communicate with existing formal aviation and
meteorologica l data networks (MW Os and A CCs), and each othe r. However, remote sensing
capabilities vary from VAAC to VA AC (see the next s ection).
4. The audiences for ash vs. local hazard warnings are very different. For proximal hazards, the
entire population is the audience. The experience of that local population with volcanic eruptions
is usually limited, often non-existent, as most volcanoes have major eruptions less than once a
cen tury. (Th e be st to ol for pub lic ed uca tion fou nd s o fa r is v ideo s of act ual e rupt ions and the ir
conseq uences .)
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By contrast, the audience for warnings about ash clouds consists of dispatche rs, flight planners
and pilots, who are more technically aware than the general population, and for whom flight
diversions (usually because of weather) are almost a daily occurrence.
5. Respo nsibility for ordering volcano-inspired res ponse (de cisions to limit acces s to, or require
eva cua tion from , ce rtain area s, a nd f or ho w lon g) us ually re sts with loca l gov ernm ent offic ials
and eme rgen cy ma nag ers or civ il defe nse pers onn el. T here are e norm ous soc ial an d ec ono mic
costs to any measures taken, and great resistance from almost all components of the local
community is the norm. Even one instance of evacuation that in hindsight comes to be viewed
as a “false alarm” can damage the credibility of both the officials and the scientists whose
information formed the basis for the action, for many years. (By contrast, a false alarm about a
clou d th at tu rns out not to c ont ain a sh is a nu isan ce o f sh ort d urat ion, and pos es lit tle pu blic
safety hazard.)
For all the diffic ultie s inv olve d, th e vo lcan olog ical c omm unit y has exp erien ced som e ma jor su cce sse s in
working with decision-makers and the general public to mitigate the damage from volcanic eruptions. An
exc ellen t dis cus sion of th e co mple xity of the proc ess , an d th e intr insic diffic ultie s, c an b e fo und in
Newhall and Punongbayan (1996), who review the history of response to the 1980 Mt. St. Helens and
1991 Pinatubo eruptions.
In considering how to expand the use of remote sensing information in support of volcanic hazards
response and m itigation, it is important to understand that, for volcanoes in populated areas, such
information will likely be used only in addition to, not instead of, ground-based information. Attempts by
outsiders (no matter how expert or well-intentioned) to preempt the role of the local observatories and
local scientists has led to confusion and can delay effective action by decision-makers and the public.
The basic recommendations of this report therefore are (1) to take steps to enhance mutual awareness
between the space agencies and the volcano observatory community, and (2) to facilitate the task of
finding relevant imagery, especially for newcomers to the system, in the event of a major episode of
volcanic unrest.

SPECIFIC APPLICATION DESCRIPTION: Volcanic Ash
Hazard Type:
Volcanic Ash
User Level:
International
Disaster Manage ment Category: Mitigation/Preparedness
Operational Status:
Operational
Current remote sensing tec hniques for detection and tracking of volcanic as h clouds vary from VAA C to
VAAC, and are very dependent on the availability of satellite data streams and local processing
capabilities. In the best case, polar and geostationary single and multi-spectral channel imagery, and
polar ultraviolet spectrum data is available in a timely fashion and used together to extract the maximum
information. At other VAAC’s, only one satellite data stream may be available and that one source may
not be adequate for detecting all volcanic ash plumes. In either situation, cloud cover, large amounts of
moisture in both the ambient atmos phere a nd ash cloud, an d nighttime condition s may limit the V AAC ’s
ability to detect and track ash .
Current satellite-based data and products:
The following satellite data and products have been deemed useful in volcanic ash detection (spectral
channe ls used in deriving the se produc ts are also sh own, along w ith citations):
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o Ultraviolet (UV) Ba ckscatte r and Abs orption (i.e., Total Ozon e Mapp ing Spectro meter (TOM S)
0.3 - 0.4 micron)
- Sulfur dioxide concentrations (Krueger et al, 1995)
- Aerosol Index: Sensitive all absorbing aerosols, such as silicate ash, acid aerosols,
silicate dust, and smoke (0.34-0.38 micron bands) (Seftor et al. 1997)
o Visible band (0.5-1.0 micron) (Holasek and Self, 1995; Holasek et al. 1996)
o Thermal IR band (11 micron) (Holasek and Self, 1995; Holasek et al. 1996)
o “Split-Window” IR (11 micron minus 12 micron temperature difference) (Prata, 1989;
Schneider et al. 1995)
o Thermal IR mid-wave band (8.5 micron) (Realmuto et al. 1997)
o Water vapor absorption band (6-7 micron) (Lunnon and McNair, 1999)
o SO 2 absorption (7.3 micron) (Crisp, 1995)
o Reflectivity product (3.9, 11 micron) (Ellrod and Connell, 1999)
o Experimental, three channel IR products (3.9, 11, 12 micron) (Ellrod and Connell, 1999)
o Passive microwave data (85 Ghz) (Delene et al. 1996)
The above images or products are derived from both geostationary (GOES, METEOS AT, GMS) and
Polar orbiting satellites (NOAA Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHR R), NASA ’s Earth
Probe TOMS). The use of some of the above data types or products is currently experimental, and is not
available at all VAACs. The “split window” (11 minus 12 micron IR) technique is in widespread use at
many VAACs, and is especially effective for “aged” ash plumes with low water vapor content. Thus, the
technique does not always provide unambiguous identification of the ash cloud. An example of the
capability of the split window product for a long-lived eruptive ash cloud is shown by Figure 2. Routine
image product frequency is currently 30-60 minutes for geostationary satellites (except 15 minutes for
GOES over the Continental United States), and 2-6 hours for polar products. Product or data resolutions
range from 1-8 km. A multi-panel image showing GO ES capa bilities for an eruption of Popoc atepetl
near Mexico City (Figure 3) depicts the standard raw images in visible, thermal IR and shortwave IR, plus
the split window product, a 3.9 - 11 micron difference image, and the experimental three-band product.
Detection of ash further depends on (a) estimating the amount of ambient water vapor assumed in the
atmospheric column, and (b) knowing the amount of magmatic or phreatic (ground water source) water
vapor in the eruption column. Given a relatively dry atmosphere and volcanic plume, current IR detection
algorithms work well (e.g., 1992 Spurr eruption discussed in Schneider et al, 1995). Also, for eruptions
where both TOMS and AVHRR data are available, they give similar results for ash retrievals (Krotkov et
al., 1999), though the TOMS data is low-resolution and available only during daylight hours.
However, where an eruption incorporates much phreatic water, or under tropical conditions where the
water vapor content in the atmospheric column is high, it is more difficult to distinguish volcanic from
meteoric clouds (e.g. the 1994 eruption of Ra baul, discussed by Rose e t al., 1995, and Prata and Grant,
2001. In regions where only one IR channel is available (i.e., Africa - METEOSAT at present), we
cannot distinguish ash from meteorological clouds, except by cloud source and shape.
Detection of volcanic hazards at night is more difficult and thus, less adequate, due to the absence of
visible band (0.6 micron) imagery or UV data, and the lower resolution of geostationary IR channels. Ash
has a distinctive appearance in visible data, and can thus be used to qualitatively verify signatures
observed in IR products.
Despite the fact that these meteorological satellite data are being used for an application for which they
were not intended, and research into various channel and spacecraft combinations is fairly new, the
current remote sensing systems work fairly well for some areas. As for detection of a volcanic eruption,
the current system is inadequate for detecting eruptions with a high degree of timeliness in all parts of
the world.
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Parameters extracted from the satellite data:
An a nalys is of the horiz ont al ex ten t of a n as h clo ud is det erm ined from sat ellite im age s, e ithe r sing le
channel visible, infrared (IR) or multi-spectral IR, at one of the regional VAACs. The height of the plume
is estimated by means of IR satellite imagery, upper level temperatures and winds (derived from
radiosondes, satellite cloud motion, or numerical prediction models), aircraft pilot reports, or groundbased observations. The plume location and height (along with eruption time and duration) are then
use d to initializ e a n ume rica l mod el tha t for eca sts the traje cto ry of t he a sh c loud for u se b y MW Os in
developing forecasts and warnings. Model output is also used for air route planning.
Volcanic aerosols and SO 2 are a lso d ete cte d us ing T OM S U V da ta, b ut th e av ailab ility of T OM S is
limited to a few passes per day at present. Figure 4 is an example of ash coverage depicted by TOMS
UV on the Japanese ADEOS satellite for an eruption of Bezymianny on May 8, 1997.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: Volcanic Ash
Principal users of volcanic ash products (satellite data, derived products, warnings, advisories) at the
international, national, and local levels are summarized in Table 1. Examples of volcanic ash text and
graphic products issued to these users include:
Volcanic Ash Advisory (VAA) issued by all VAACs
Volcanic Ash graphic analysis (currently issued only by the Washington VAAC)
Trajectory and dispersion forecast models:
Volcanic Ash Forecast Transport and Dispersion (VAFTAD, Washington VAAC)
PUFF dispersion model (Anchorage VAAC)
CANadian Emergency Response Model (CANERM, Montreal VAAC)
Modele Eulerian de DIspersion Atmospherique (MEDIA, Toulouse VAAC)
Nuclear Accident Model (NAME, London VAAC)
Hysplit Model (Darwin VAAC)
SIGnificant METeorological information (SIGMET) issued by MWOs
NOTices to AirMen (NOTAM) issued by ACCs
Volcanic Eruption Information Release issued by USGS Volcano Observatories
An exam ple of a dispersion fo recast of a M t. Spurr eruption c loud valid at 1200 U TC on 14 February
1996 from the CANERM model (Pudykiewicz, 1988) is shown in Figure 5. Validation of dispersion
trajectory forecast models are usually conducted in-house and involve comparison of forecast ash cloud
coverage with visible and IR satellite images. A study by Heffter and Stunder (1993) found that VAFTAD
forecasts of sev eral Mt. Spurr eruption clouds in 1992 agreed reas onably well with satellite imagery,
considering the inability of satellite data to detect lower concentrations of ash. A recent inter-comparison
of VAFT AD and the A laska PUFF m odel by the Wash ington VAAC found that the forecasts from both
models provided consistent results.
The ICA O requiremen t for updates of the VA A, and fore cast prod ucts (SIG MET s) is a minimum of ev ery
six hours during a volcanic ash event. Planned capabilities of future satellite systems (see final section
of report) will satisfy the ICAO requirements for remote sensing of volcanic ash, e.g. text messages
and/or graphics containing a description of the ash cloud position and its movement every 6 hours,
including accurate forecast positions. However, unless suggested research areas are supported and
realized, there may be periods where the ash monitoring capability will be degraded, such as during the
time frame when GOES will not be carrying the “split window” channel, at night, or in the critical first few
hours of an eruption. It should be noted that this report reflects not only ICAO requirements, but the
des ires of th e av iatio n co mmu nity to hav e ac cur ate ash clou d up dat es a s fre que ntly a s po ssib le, as well
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as the best possible forecast models.

TABLE 1.
Primary Users of V olcanic Ash Pro ducts
International

National

State/province/local

VAACs

Civil aviation agencies

Emerge ncy manag ers

MWOs

Regional airlines, ACCs

Airport manag ers

ACCs

All airlines, Military

Police

Major airlines

Geophysical and meteorological
agencies

Fire and rescue

International Relief Agencies
(Red Cross)

Emergency management
agencies

Medical facilities

Geophys ical researchers

Medical/relief agencies
Volcano observatories

An o ver view of th e glo bal v olca nic h aza rd ale rting syst em, sho wing res pon sible age ncie s an d th eir
products, primary users, and data used in the decision making process, is shown by Figure 6.

OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Volcanic Ash Plumes / Eruptions
Remote sensing requirements for adequate volcanic ash and SO 2 detection are listed in the following
three tables that describe: (1) the resolutions of raw image data (Table 2), (2) derived product
specifications (Table 3), and (3) data frequency (Table 4). The requirements were developed after
consideration of: (1) the spatial and temporal scales of the phenomena, (2) current capabilities of the
remote sensing system, (3) user needs, and (4) ongoing and prior research, including case study
simulations with existing sensors. Data that were considered difficult to obtain or too costly were not
considered in the analysis. Threshold requirements determined by current system capabilities and
observed performance are listed. Optimum capabilities were those considered achievable in the near
futu re (10 -20 ye ars) ass umin g co nse rvat ive ad van ces in tec hno logy.
The current remote se nsing systems need to b e augmented to improve existing capabilities. In
particular, the resolution of geostationary data needs to approach the polar resolution of 1 km from
AVHRR. All VAACs should have access to “split window” geostationary data at 30 minute intervals. An
IR SO2 abs orpt ion c han nel is requ ired, and idea lly, glo bal U V da ta s hou ld be mad e av ailab le
concurrently with high resolution thermal IR data. To achieve these capabilities, a timely “call up”
capability for very high refresh rates is needed, or access to military assets should be provided. Minimum
areal coverage of the satellite data is for each VAAC and surrounding VAACs. Optimally, each VAAC
would eventually have global satellite data coverage for all VAAC regions.
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TABLE 2.
Data Reso lution Re quirem ents
Phenomenon

Data

Threshold

Optimum

Ash Cloud

IR

5 km

1 km

“

”

Vis ible

1 km

0.5 km

“

”

Sounder

10 km

2 km

UV

20 km

10 km

IR

5 km

1 km

IR

1 km

30 m

SO2 Cloud
“

”

The rmal A nom aly *

* Verified (with False Alarm Ratio < 5%)
TABLE 3.
Derived Product Specifications
Product

Threshold

Optimum

Ash Cloud Top Height

< 2 km

< 1 km

Ash Column De nsity

1 ton/km2

0.3 ton/km2

SO 2 Precision *

5 DU

0.5 DU

* (SO2 range = 0 to 7 00 Dobs on Units (DU))

TABLE 4.
Observational frequencies
Phenomenon

Threshold

Optimum

Ash Cloud

30 m in

5 min

SO 2 Cloud

2 hr

5 min

The rma l Ano maly
(Persistent)

2 hr

5 min

The rma l Ano maly
(Transient)

30 sec

10 sec
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RECOMMENDATIONS: Volcanic Ash
The CEOS Volcanic Hazards team makes the following recommendations regarding the remote sensing
of volcanic ash and SO 2 clouds:

Space Agencies:
o Incorporate the following spectral channels in planning for all future satellite instruments:
- Dual longwave (thermal) IR (11-12 micron)
- Dual shortwave thermal IR (2-4 micron)
- SO2 / ash absorption IR (8.5 micron)
- SO2 absorption IR (7.3 micron)
o Include bo th IR and UV (0.3-0.4 m icron) sensors on future geo stationary satellites for a
complementary volcano monitoring system.
o Develop a call up capability to obtain satellite data at the highest frequency possible for
emergency situations, and assure transmission to the users.
o The min imum frequ ency of available multi-spectral data sh ould be 30 m inutes for geos tationary
satellites, with the optimum goal ~5 minutes. The minimum spatial resolution should be 5
km fo r IR, with an optimum goal of ~1 km.
o Allow V AACs, volcan o observato ries, and other q ualified agencie s to have acces s to multispectral satellite data and/or derived products at a frequency of at least 30 minutes. Each
VAAC should have access to satellite data coverage for all neighboring VAACs in the
event of “handoff” or backup situations.

CEOS:
o Support bi-annual international volcanic ash summits such as the one held at Houghton,
Michigan in July, 2001.
o Create a standing Science Working Group on Volcanic Hazards Detection.

Operational Hazard Warning Agencies:
While not germane to the responsibilities of the CEOS volcano hazards team, the following
recommendations would improve the operational volcanic ash alerting system, provide a better flow of
products and services to users, and improve the utilization of remote sensing data:
o Streamline and periodically test the communications system in order to provide timely:
(1) initial notification of an eruption from VAACs to all interested agencies
(2) dissemination and display of volcanic ash products from warning agencies to us ers
o Develop new and/or improved remote sensing tools (i.e. to automatically detect eruptions,
discriminate volcanic ash (every 30 minutes), determine height and base of ash clouds,
and co mpos ition and particle siz e of ash).
o Increase collaboration and validation efforts between operational agencies and research
community, perhaps through regional workshops, WMO, and the World Wide Web.
o Expan d education , training, and utilizatio n of remote sen sing derived information for all
components of the IAVW, through regional workshops, WMO, and the World Wide Web.
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Areas for F urther Re search a nd Dev elopm ent:
o Develo p techni ques for automa tic detection of volcan ic eruptio ns with as low a false alarm rate
as poss ible (optim ally <5%).
o Develop techniques for more accurate estimation of eruption column neutral buoyancy altitude
and the top height of the resulting ash cloud (< +1 km) (Alternate methods include cloud
parallax techniques and, UV “ring effects” (Joiner and Bhartia, 1995) and “CO2 slicing”
technique (Menzel et al 1983) for optically thin ash clouds)
o Develop techniques for automatic edge detection of ash clouds every 30 minutes
o Develop or improved existing techniques for determining ash column loading, particle size
distributions, and total mass.
o Develo p alternativ e source s of 12.0 m icron IR da ta or addi tional mu lti-spectral tec hniqu es to
ameliorate loss of this channel on GOES from 2002 to 2010 or so (Viable alternatives
include: the GOES sounder and AVHRR)
o Initiate research on the minimum concentrations of volcanic ash detectable by satellites, and
wheth er or not th ese con centration s are haz ardous to jet aircraft
In general, an increase in communications am ong the small group of active research ers in the remote
detection of volcanic eruptions and resulting ash clouds, and between the research and operational
communities, is fundamentally crucial to the continued success of this effort and the maintenance of
safety margins with respect to volcanic ash hazards.

SPECIFIC APPLICATION DESCRIPTION : Proximal Hazards
Introduction
Many volcanic phenom ena are detectable and pa rtly quantifiable using remote sensing information. A
review of the subject by Francis et al (1996) mentions long-term (baseline) monitoring of deformation or
thermal emissions, monitoring of gas emissions, detection of the onset of eruptions, and monitoring of
processes during eruptions (especially long eruptions), including topographic changes that influence
where lava or pyroclastic flows, lahars, and other gravity-driven materials go during an eruption. Table 5
summarizes important ground-based methods in use vs. currently available satellite techniques.
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TABLE 5.

Monitoring Methods for Volcanic Hazards
Ground-based and airborne methods

Satellite techniques

Seismic net works to mo nitor earthquake s, tremor,
roc kfall

--------

Deformation networks to monitor tilt, expansion or
contraction --often in conjunction with GPS

GPS, in conjunction with ground-based
networks
Radar, particularly InSAR

Monitoring changes in microgravity to detect magma
intrusion

----------

Observation of thermal emissions, measurements of
temperature, airborne FLIR cameras

Thermal IR

Gas emissions (SO2, CO 2 levels or changes in gas
ratios) via COSPEC, LICOR, FTIR, direct sampling

UV, IR (8.5 micron) can detect SO 2; acid
aerosols detectable by various UV , IR
methods

Acous tic monitoring for debris flows and lahars

-----------

Mapping, photography to document stages of the
eruption, distribution of eruptive products

high-resolution panchromatic or multispectral
imagery

Mapping to document topographic changes caused
by the eruption, and to determine thickness of
eruptive products

high- reso lution ster eo pa nch roma tic ima gery,
radar

The techniques are listed in roughly the order in which they can be used to detect movement of magma
toward the surface and then in the near-surface environmen t. Seismicity, deformation and gravity
changes prov ide the earliest assessments; h owever, volcano-related seismic signals can be quite
variable and require much experience in interpretation, for best results. Thermal and gas emissions may
also precede activity, but some techniques, such as acoustic flow monitoring require an actual eruption
event in progress. Note that the re are several types of ground-based monitoring that have no satellite
equivalents. However, satellite data provides unique information on (1) broad increases in thermal
emissions, especially at temperatures below incandescence in the visible, and (2) broad patterns
of deformation o ver areas, wh ich canno t be done b y ground -based netw orks.
There are two key difficulties in trying to develop satellite systems for better volcano monitoring. The first
is that volcanic erupt ions are com paratively rare. Thus the re are no sate llite systems in place that w ere
designed specifically for volcano monitoring: we are working with tools developed for other purposes.
However sensors needed for detecting and evaluating other hazards (wildfire detection and tracking,
detecting deformation fields associated with earthquakes, landslide imaging and assessment) would also
serve to monitor volcanic phenom ena.
A second problem is that the time -sc ale in volv ed is high ly var iable . Explosive vo lcanic eruptions a re
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quite brief, while other types can go on for decades. A related problem is that eruptions can happen at
nigh t, wh en m any o f the high er-re solu tion sen sor s do not fun ctio n. P ieri et al (1995) gave a good
summary of how the brevity of most volcanic eruptions works against using satellite systems for eruption
monitoring, comparing two packages that are on the recently launched Terra (formerly EOS AM-1)
system (characteristics summarized in Appendix A). The MODIS package has low spatial resolution,
hence gives only a rough image of volcanic activity. The high-resolution ASTER system has a revisit time
of 16 days at the longer wavelengths, which makes it difficult to capture any but the longest eruptions.
An example of success in capturing volcanic activity is shown in Figure 7. This Landsat 7 image of
Shishaldin has captured not only an ash plume, but other relatively ephemeral features such as thin ash
deposits and lahar tracks in snow, which can be difficult or impossible to map after the snow melts, or
after anothe r season 's weather. T he downs ide of such s ystems is that, w ith a 16-day repeat, s hort
eve nts are c aug ht o nly by c han ce. Also , at p res ent Lan dsa t 7 an d AS TE R ima gery are n ot re adily
available to the relevant volcano observatory in real time.
Data Acquisition Issues
The remotely sensed data used by the VAACs come from operational meteorological satellites, and the
data delivery systems needed are already fairly well developed. This is not the case for remote sensing
data needed by volcano observatories. The observatories generally need multiple data streams from
several satellites, run by different agencies with different data policies, many of whom do not have an
operational role. Ev en those o bservato ries that make fre quent use of remote se nsing imagery acq uire
their data in an ad hoc fashion, which depends on the initiative of individuals. A considerable proportion
of remote sensing work on volcanoes monitored by observatories is done by academic research groups
who are often at some distance from the observatory effort. For better operational use of remote sensing
in volcanology, we w ill need to get the data to observa tories in a more timely and co nsistent ma nner.
Two possible ways to achieve this would be through either (1) by establishing a global data clearing
house system, or (2) by expanded facilities for local data reception.
The role o f the clea ring h ous e or d ata cen ter w ould be to prov ide a con sist ent stre am o f da ta. T here is
no "W orld V olca no R emo te S ens ing D ata Cen ter" tha t ca n pla y this role. How eve r, da ta d elive ry co uld
be accomplished via the internet, or by internet/communication satellite high-bandwidth routes. A big
advantage to observatories of such a system would be to buffer the observatories from having to deal
directly with the individual data providers. The recently established International Charter, cosponsored
by CNES, ESA and CSA, constitutes an alternative approach, but will provide data only under specific,
previously defined c ircumstanc es (see s cenarios in Ap pendix C).
Local data reception has several aspects that would be attractive to observatories:
o In some locations it is the only way to acquire data ( if the observatory is out of range of major ground
receiving stations for satellites that do no t have su bstantial on-boa rd storage).
o It maximizes the chance of timely access to data.
o It e nge nde rs a sen se o f loc al co mmit men t an d ow ners hip o f the dat a (eq uiva lent to ru nnin g a s eism ic
network).
A m ajor in hibit or of loca l rece ptio n is t he c ost of ha rdw are ( e.g . ste erab le X-b and dish es) , tho ugh this
should come down to within the range of observatory budgets in the future. Another factor is that the
observatory would have the initial administrative overhead of negotiating bilateral deals with the data
providers. Lastly local reception would in most cases require additional (permanent) staff at the
observatory to deal with the data.
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Specific monitoring activities:
Hazard Type 1:
Use r leve l:
Disa ster man age men t cat ego ry:
Operational status:

Thermal monitoring of volcanoes
Local/national
Preparedness/mitigation
Demonstrated to be useful in restricted circumstances but
not in routine operational use.

Volcanic activity introduces heat onto the earth's surface and into the earth's atmosphere, often at
temperatures beyond those from other sources, such as wildfires or most human activities. Furthermore,
increased surficial heat flow (new steaming cracks, or enhanced activity at existing hot springs and
fumaroles) is a recognized precursor to volcanic eruptions. Accordingly, the potential of satellite-derived
thermal imagery of volcanic and geothermal areas has been frequently evaluated (see e.g.
Opp enh eime r, 19 98). Bec aus e th erm al ima ges , with app ropr iate colo r-co ding of pix els, are m ore r ead ily
und ers too d by n on-s pec ialist s th an (f or ex amp le) m ost rada r ima gery , the y lend the mse lves to pu blic
disp lay an d dis cus sion . Su ch p rodu cts are h enc e are mor e like ly to b e us ed in disa ste r res pon se, if free ly
available, than most other types of satellite-based information currently available.
Volcanic features which have distinctive thermal characteristics include: fumarole fields, crater lakes,
lava lakes, lava domes, lava flows and pyroclastic flow depos its. However, succe ss in developing remote
sensing tools for thermal monitoring of volcanoes has been limited either by inadequate spatial resolution
or inadequate temporal resolution of the satellite systems. Spatial resolution problems arise because
extr eme ly hot regio ns o n ac tive volc ano es a re us ually s ub-p ixel s ize fo r mo st s ens ors , ev en in the visib le
and SWIR range, but are hot enough to saturate a pixel much larger than the emitting area. Two studies
of thermal imagery of Kilauean lava fields illustrate the problem: Realmuto et al (1992) used airborne
TIM S to delin eat e th e th erm al an ato my of a lav a field at K ilaue a, b ut th eir su cce ss w as s tron gly
dependent on the 6m resolution of the imagery, as can be seen by comparing their data with the Landsat
image (resolution 30 m) of the Kilauea n lava field analyzed by Flynn et al (1994 ). As for temporal
resolution, existing systems with moderate spatial resolution obtain repeat coverage only after many
days, a repeat interval which does not permit monitoring of a rapidly developing lava flow or the
emplacement of a pyroclastic depos it.
On a more positive note, changes in bulk heat production over large areas, or from a fumarolic field, can
be monitored with relatively low resolution, low repeat time, IR imagery. Long-term and emergency
monitoring of these targets is possible with AVHRR and the Along Track Scanning Radiometer (ATSR)
sensors on the ERS platforms. For example, Wooster and Kaneko (1998) show that combined low
(ATSR) and moderately high spatial resolution (TM) SWIR data permit us to monitor the gross heat flux
at the surface of an erupting lava dome. The newly available Landsat 7 imagery (resolution 30m and
60m) and ASTER imagery (resolution 30 m and 90m) will be adequate for such broader monitoring, even
with the 16-day return time; availability of this imagery may encourage the volcano monitoring commu nity
to begin to evaluate it on a more routine basis.
Recently Harris and others (1999) have sought to exploit the high temporal resolution of GOES thermal
imagery to monitor rapid-onset hot spots at a selection of volcanoes within the Western Hemisphere.
The y use ban ds 1 , 2 an d 4 o f GO ES 8 an d 10 dat a to def ine h ot a reas on K ilaue a, P opc ate pet l,
Soufriere Hills (Montserrat), and other very active volcanoes. Upd ated every 15 minutes, the GO ES data
are processed to give 6 image products per volcano that are posted on the web
(http://volcano1.pgd.hawaii.edu/goes/), where they can be picked up by the relevant volcano
observatories (the Hawaiian Volcano Observatory for Kilauea; CENAPRED for Popocatepetl and the
Montserrat Volcano Observatory for Sourfriere Hills) for detailed inspection, evaluation and use. Sources
of noise or data gaps include cloud cover and solar reflection, and the 4 km spatial resolution is a major
limitation. However, even with these limitations, the data are being used, either to help verify heightened
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eruptive activity or to disprove an erroneous report.

Hazard type 2:
Use r leve l:
Disaster managem ent Category:
Operational status:

Volcano Topography and Deformation Monitoring with Radar
Local/national
Preparedness/mitigation
Demonstrated to be useful but not in routine operational use

Radar imagery has great potential for observation and me asurement of volcanic ac tivity because of its
all-weather and day/night capabilities and its unique ability to measure detailed spatial patterns of
surface d eformation from space. T he principal discoura gements from a volcan ologist's perspe ctive are
the difficulty of processing, expense, and low frequency of radar data. Topography can be supplied by
two radar me thods: rada rgrammetry and synthetic apertu re radar interferome try (InSAR).
Rad argr amm etry r equ ires two dist inct ly sep arat e vie wpo ints . Of the thre e ma in SA R sa tellite s av ailab le
durin g the 1990 's (E RS, Rad arsa t, JE RS) only Ra dars at ha d a s teera ble an gle of view . Unf ortun ately,
the relatively low accuracy (20-30 m rms) and high cost of Radarsat data make this an unattractive option
for re pea t su rve ys. A pos sibilit y for t he f utu re is t o us e millim etric rada r tec hniq ues for o bse rvin g dyn amic
targets, such as lava domes. These give penetration through clouds to give quantitative ranging
info rma tion , bu t ca n be use d to mea sur e te mpe ratu re as well.
Recent and ongoing experience at trying to monitor the topography and deformation of the eruption at
Sou frier e Hills Volc ano , Mo nts erra t (19 95-9 9) ha s sh own som e of the ben efits and limits of th e cu rren tly
available data (Wadge et al. 2001) (Figure 8). The operational need for mapping the changing
topography during dome growth is clear and a freque ncy of about once a we ek would be adequate.
Equivalent deformation measurement intervals needed are a few weeks. As tested at Montserrat, InSAR
proves to be very good at m apping the depth of pyroclastic flow deposits that fill the valleys of a
stratovolcano. However, the topographic surface of the lava dome itself, which is a key observational
target, is too dynam ic to capture u sing the tech nique, even with the 1-day sep aration of ERS -1/-2
interferograms (Wad ge et al, 2001).
Space borne differential INSAR has proved to be an excellent new source of deformation information on
some volcanoes. Specifically, trans-eruption, hindcast studies of the deformation on basaltic volcanoes
or v olca noe s at high latitu des hav e yield ed u niqu e res ults . Ho wev er, w e ha ve a s yet no e xpe rienc e in
using InSAR to predict anything about a pending eruption. Another difficulty is that the magnitude of the
signal can be low , and noise high , particularly where vege tation is abunda nt. Volcano es in the tropics a re
the greatest challenge in this regard. The longer wavelength of L-band radar relative to C-band allows
better phase retrievals from forested areas (e.g. Rosen et al., 1996), but there is no L-band s atellite
curr ently a vailab le. A la st pr oblem is tha t, at p rese nt, th ere is a dea rth of any kin d of n ew S AR im age ry:
only t he E RS -2 s ate llite is still op erat iona l, and it is ne ar th e en d of its life . EN VIS AT (to b e lau nch ed in
November 2001) will replace it, but not complement it, as the two have different C-bands.
The situation will improve as the next generation (2003 -2005) of space borne SAR satellites is launched.
These will bring multi-frequency, polarization and angle data to bear on the problem. However, all of
these platforms will have long (tens of days) repeat times, giving little direct improvement in the ability to
respond rapidly to a new eruption. Also the problem of tropospheric noise from variable water vapor
contents (Zebker et al., 1997) has no clear solution in sight. In the longer term (2005 - ) the
volcanological community should be arguing for (1) space borne single-pass interferometric radar to
capture new topography, and (2) repeat-pass L-band radar, to generate a long time series of surface
motion data, but with an event response mode with a tasking lead-time of hours to a day or two and
complementary tropospheric water vapor mapping.
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Hazard Type 3:
Use r Lev el:
Disa ster Man age men t Cat ego ry:
Operational status:

Gas Plumes
Local/national
Preparedness/mitigation
No approp riate sensors curre ntly operationa l

The Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS) instrument on Nimbus 7 and now on EarthProbe, even
with the ir very coarse resolution (~40 km at nadir), can measure global scale and distal plume
concentrations of SO2, in conjunction with ozone determinations. At the local scale, many volcano
observatories use ground-based remote spectrometry such as COSPEC to measure SO 2 flux, LICOR to
measure CO2, and mor e ex perim ent al OP -FT IR in stru men ts to mea sur e ot her s pec ies s uch as H Cl.
Space borne measurements at high enough spatial resolution to monitor permanent and evolving SO 2
plum es n ear t he s ourc e ve nts hav e no t be en p oss ible, unt il rece ntly. T he v alue of ne ar-v ent mon itorin g is
tha t (1) it mea sur es p rima ry vo lcan ic flu x be fore broa der a tmo sph eric proc ess es c omp licat e th e sig nal,
(2) it a llows inve stig atio n of var iatio ns in mag mat ic ga s flu x as an e rupt ion p rec urs or, a nd (3 ) it
documents the spatial and temporal extent of the local air pollution hazard.
The main channel needed for such SO2 and sulfate mapping is the spec tral band centred near 8.5
microns where there is a strong absorption doublet. The first satellite to demonstrate the capability of the
8.5 channel was the OCTS sensor on the short-lived ADEOS platform, which had a spatial resolution of
about 700m at nad ir. The new MODIS and ASTE R sensors on Terra and EO-1 include the 8.5 m icron IR
band at 1 km (MODIS) and 90 m (ASTER) resolution. These should give us an unprecedented look at
tropospheric SO2 plumes, even at the ASTER revisit interval of 16 days, as data become available and
are a nalyz ed b y the volc ano logic al co mmu nity. I f the se s ens ors do liv e up to ex pec tatio ns, the y will
provide a significant new capability for SO 2 monitoring, allowing evaluation of the effects of long-term (or
sho rt-te rm v ery hig h-lev el) vo lcan ic em issio ns. The se in clud e inc reas ed re spir ato ry dis eas e, h ighly a cid
rain and vegetation damage from long-lived eruptions and SO2 emissions, such as those at for Kilauea
(Sutton et al., 1997). Another strong SO2 absorption band is centered at 7.3 microns. A 7.3 micron
channe l is available on MOD IS and the GOES Sounde r.

Hazard Type 4:
Use r Lev el:
Disa ster Man age men t Cat ego ry:
Operational status:

Mapping for Hazards Assessment
Local/National
Prevention/preparedness/mitigation
Some sensors new ly available; older o nes not con sistently
used

Effective volcanic hazards monitoring and mitigation requires access to high quality topographic data,
and eas y upd atin g of sam e. M uch can be p redic ted abo ut w here lava or pyr ocla stic flow s an d lah ars will
go, if up-to-date topography can be obtained befo re an eruption and maintained during an eruption. In
the past, topography was normally derived from aerial photography. As satellite systems mature, it may
be possible to use stereo s atellite imagery, as sugges ted in the discussion of radar systems ab ove.
Stereo viewing is also obtainable from SPO T, at visible wavelengths, and is part of the AS TER packa ge.
Mapping of young volcanic deposits is essential to the evaluation of volcanic hazards at dormant
volcanoes. It gives enormous insight into the style of recent activity (even if prehistoric) and offers the
best, and often the only, basis for planning for future events. Table 6 summarizes some of the
methodology involved, again contrasting ground-based and satellite methods. As with process
monitoring, some kinds of information require ground-based studies and actual sampling. However
sat ellite in form atio n ca n he lp sp eed the proc ess of m app ing th e dis tribu tion of yo ung volc anic prod uct s in
rugged terrain.
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TABLE 6.
Volcano Proximal Hazard Assessment Methods
Ground-based methods

Possible satellite sources

Topographic mapping, traditionally from aerial
photograp hy or other airborne se nsors

Any high-resolution stereo imagery that can be
georegistered accurate ly enough (SP OT, radar,
ASTER panchromatic)

Geologic mapping to determine stratigraphy and
cha rac ter o f eru ptio ns, esp ecia lly preh isto ric
eruptions

Multi-spectral (e.g. Landsat 7, ASTER) data,
whic h ca n dis ting uish units , su pple men t field
work

Radiometric and other dating of young eruptions
to establish recent eruptive history of volcano
(How young? How freque nt?)

-----------

Early work by Kahle et al. (1988) documented that bas alt flows of varying ages may be spectrally distinct,
depending on the exact condition of the glassy chilled surface, even where there are no compositional
diffe renc es, but this has not bee n wid ely ap plied to da te. T he im prov ed re solu tion of ne wly av ailab le
Landsat 7 TM imagery will be extremely important for mapping, and may bring multi-spectral mapping of
volcanic rock s into wider use. L astly, imagery from the exp erimental Hyperion sen sor (resolution 30 m ),
currently operating on the EO-1 platform, offers an opportunity to evaluate the usefulness of
hyperspectral data for mapping in volcanic terranes.

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: Proximal Hazards
Products for monitoring of proximal volcanic hazards, and for responding to them, are under
development in many government agencies and academic institutions. For thermal monitoring the best
prototype products available so far are those on the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics (HIG) website.
Spe cific prod uct s inc lude imag es c reat ed b y sub trac ting the T4 f rom T2 in GO ES spe ctra l cha nne ls
(equivalent to T3-T4 for AVHRR data), which show thermally-emitting areas on a selected list of
volc ano es. The HIG grou p als o arc hive s int egra ted radia nce dat a fo r the hot spo ts th ey mo nito r, wh ich is
available by electronic mail to collaborators. The usefulness of the data is limited by the coarse (4km)
pixel size of the GOES IR sensor. Other limitations are: (1) only the western hemisphere is covered, and
(2) data are available only to volcano observatories that have acc ess to the web or electronic mail.
However, the simplicity and accessibility of the products has led to their expanding use. Also, the use of
a university web site as a prototype public delivery system for volcanic hazards offers a model for
distribution of other types of hazard-related satellite data.
Radar studies of dome growth or deformation at volcanoes are still by and large research projects rather
than monitoring tools. This reflects limitations of the satellite systems, as well as the high level of
com put er an alysis invo lved in wo rking with the dat a. W hen impr ove d da ta flo w is a chie ved , ho wev er, it
is unlikely that interferograms will be the product of choice for presentation to emergency managers and
local officials. Shaded relief maps, with areas of inflation or subsidence highlighted in color might have
more immediate impact than research-level images. In any case, there is research to be done on how
best to commu nicate these valuable results in a crisis situation.
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OBSERVATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Proximal Hazards
For bas ic th erm al mo nito ring, the nee ds in term s of tem pora l reso lutio n an d sp atia l cov erag e are well
summarized by Harris et al (1999), who recommend:
(1) intervals of 15-30 minutes for image acquisition
(2) multiple IR bands, including the critical mid-IR 3.9 micron band for thermal emission
monitoring
(3) more satellite coverage.
They state that five geostationary satellites with the appropriate bands could cover all volcanoes (and
wildfire activity) within 55 degrees of th e equator. B ecause several of the next genera tion geostationa ry
satellites will include the appropriate bands, they anticipate that low-latitude coverage will be achieved.
However, to provide equivalent temporal resolution for more northerly regions would require a large
number (about 12) of AV HRR-type polar orbiters, which seems less likely to happen.
Beyond more extensive coverage, however, better thermal monitoring of volcanic activity will depend on
obt ainin g be tter spa tial re solu tion in the IR b and s ne ede d: th e pre sen t 4 km pixe l size is to o co ars e fo r all
but roughest notices of activity. At this resolution we can’t unequivocally distinguish between 100 C
water and 1100 C lava. Nor can we distinguish between lava flows and wildfires, whether started by
volcanic activity or other causes. To really see hot spots, glowing cracks, etc. we need spatial resolution
of the order of 10 m, and to track events, we need temporal resolution of the order of 15-30 minutes, as
opp ose d to hou rs o r days . Th e ob ser vat iona l requ irem ent s ne ede d fo r eff ect ive m onit oring of v olca nic
thermal signals are very similar to the needs for monitoring the outbreak of wildfires, so sensors that can
serve the one haza rd will support the other. Dense persistent cloud cove r will still thwart our ability to
acquire guaranteed regular time-series data.
For radar, the volcanological community should be arguing for (i) a spaceborne single-pass
interferometric radar to capture new topography, and (ii) a repeat-pass L-band radar, to generate a long
time series of surface motion data, but with a tasking lead-time of hours to a day or two and
complementary tropospheric water va por mapping. InSAR monitoring of deformation associated with
earthquakes has much the same observational requirements as that for monitoring deformation at
volcanoes, so, as with wildfires, improvements directed a t one hazard will support monitoring of another.

RECOMMENDATIONS: Proximal Hazards
Space Agencies:
o Provide information on types of products available, and how to obtain them, on web sites
directed at volcano observatories and volcanology researchers. Language protocol as for
ICAO.
o Establish mechanisms for expedited access to data and tasking authority for volcanic crises
(especially for radar ac quisitions), such as the new International Charter.
o Volcanic hotspot monitoring and (and wildfire detection) both need certain IR bands (2.2, 3.9, 11
microns) at high temporal and spatial resolution. T hese band s should b e included o n all
future geostationary satellites.
o More SAR satellites, with higher resolution, design characteristics optimized for InSAR, plus Lband capability
o Improved SO2 monitoring, especially SO 2 plumes at low elevations, requ ires the 7.3 and 8.5
micron band at high (~100 m) spatial resolution.
o Configure orbits for high reso lution, low e arth orbit (LEO) im aging satellites to red uce revisit
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times to less than 3 days.
CEOS:
o Assemble information on how to task various satellites and packages (e.g. GOES, ASTER) and
post on the CE OS Vo lcanic Hazard s web p age, with layo ut organized for volcanolog ists.
o Expand education/training in the use of remote sensing information for all components of the
volcan ologica l comm unity thro ugh w orksho ps (e.g. at IAV CEI mee tings).
o Create a standing committee on Volcanic Hazards Detection.
o Establish a liaison with the IAVCEI Remote Sensing Commission, following up on initial contact
made at the Ju ly 2000 IAVCE I meeting in Bali.

Areas for Further Research and Development:
o Develop delivery systems for products based on remote sensing data that make information
available to the volcano monitoring community. The GOES “hotspot” website of the
University of Hawaii offers a possible prototype.
o Develop products that communicate information simply and effectively to non-specialists, and
standardize those products (e.g. for radar imagery).
o Produce high-resolution DEM’s for all active volcanoes in populated areas as data becomes
available.
o Investigate, evaluate and link satellite observations for change detection (all kinds) at a volcano
over the course of a cycle of volcanic activity.
o Identify means of evaluating edifice stability using remotely sensed data, including evaluation
of data from the Hyp erion senso r.
o Investigate the utility of new high resolution land surface imagers (e.g., ASTER, Landsat TM7)
for providing information on eruption precursors (thermal anomalies), and supplemental
information on the characteristics of eruption plumes (as anticipated by Pieri et al., 1995;
Andres and Ro se, 1995).
o Encourage the development of volcano observing sensors in the millimetric part of the
spectrum, where combined topography and thermal signals can be retrieved.

Last but not least: the most d ifficult target of investigation, for ground-based ob servers and remote
sensing techniques a like, is the eruption column, that is, the dense, usually opaque, vertical column of a
large phreatic or major plinian eruption. Wen and Rose (1994) give an impressive list of aspects of
volcanic columns (and plumes) for which further research and technique development (e.g. Doppler
radar systems) is needed.

FUTURE SATELLITE SYSTEMS
Meteorological Satellites
Newly-launched and planned geos tationary and polar satellite systems will result in overall improvements
in our ability to monitor volcanic ash, except in the Western Hemisphere. A summary of these
spacecraft, the sp onsoring agencies, numb er of channels, and resolutions are sho wn in Appendix A..
The replacement for GMS (MTSAT) and the METEOSAT Second Generation (MSG) will both have
shortwave IR (3.9 micron), and “split window” IR (12.0 micron) with a nadir resolution of 4 km and 5 km,
respectively. MSG will also have 7.3 and 9.0 micron channels that could be useful for monitoring SO2
concentrations. An advanced imager is being planned for GOES (circa 2008) that will have as many as
twelve spectral bands (including 3.9, 12, and possibly 8.5 micron wavelengths) at higher temporal (5-15
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min full disk) and spatial resolutions (2 km IR, 0.5 km visible).
Data from an Advanced Interferometric Radiometric Sounder (AIRS) and MODIS are now available from
NASA’s Earth Observation System (EOS). MODIS has 36 spectral channels, including the shortwave IR
(3.9 micron) and thermal IR bands (7.3, 8.5, 11, 12 micron) needed for volcano monitoring, but will be
available at a given location only every 1-2 days. Polar satellite coverage will be enhanced with the
European ENVISAT (projected launch date June 2001), which has a near clone of the AVHRR, the
European METOP (2002) with SO 2 dete ction cap abilities , and Jap an’s sop histic ated ADE OS -II, a thirtynine channel, high resolution imager.
One major w eakness of the futu re global satellite netw ork with resp ect to volcano m onitoring is
the loss of the “split window” (12.0 micron) channel on all GOES spacecraft launched from 2001
until around 2008. That channel will be replaced by a 13.3 micron CO 2 absorption band at 8 km
resolution, to be used for more accu rate height assessm ent of wind vectors and c loud tops by means of a
“CO2 slicing” technique (Menzel et al 1983). Preliminary research has indicated that the 13.3 micron
band could have some utility in discriminating volcanic ash from thin cirrus (Ellrod, 2001). The 13.3 µm
IR band may also result in more accurate height estimates for thin ash clouds. GOES-11, the
replacement for GOE S-8, was launched in May, 2000, tested, and is being stored on o rbit.
There is a possibility that UV data in several channels (10 km resolution, 15 minute frequency) could be
included in a future GOES s pacecraft as p art o f a “C oas tal Z one Rem ote Sen sing Ins trum ent ” tha t wo uld
also produce “ocean c olor” imagery for monitoring coastal eco-system s.
Alternative sources of appropriate IR data for the Western Hemisphere include the GOES sounder
(available only at low and mid latitudes), and AVHRR and similar packages on polar-orbiting satellites (at
2-6 hour intervals depending on latitude). The GOES sounder has lower spatial resolution (10 km) and
its temporal frequency is hourly at best, so this is considered a less desirable alternative. A recent study
(Ellrod, 1999) describes this capability in more detail, and shows that the area coverage of volcanic ash
will be underestimated in some situations.
Regardless of the alternative strategies derived, there will be some degradation of our ash monitoring
capabilities in the Western Hemisphere during the period with the loss of the split window IR band on
GOES.

Earth Observation Satellites
Monitoring of proximal volcanic hazards depends in part on the meteorological satellites, but also uses a
broader range of low-earth-orbit imaging systems. New systems available now include Landsat 7, with 7
ban ds ( res olut ion 3 0-60 m na dir) p lus a high er-re solu tion pan chr oma tic s ens or. N AS A’s rec ent ly
launched TERRA satellite has, in addition to MODIS (discussed above), the ASTER package, developed
by Japan, which has 14 channels, including short wave IR (2.2, 3.9 micron) and longwave thermal IR
bands (8.5, 11, 12 micron) needed for volcano monitoring. The ASTER package includes stereo
panchromatic images for each frame, which can be used to generate a DEM if desired. A limitation of
both Landsat and ASTER is that their revisit time is 16 days. The new EO-1 satellite also includes an
experimental hypers pectral packa ge (Hyperion).
Panchromatic data with 1-m resolution is currently available from the new IKONOS satellite, but cost and
tasking of this commercial system remain problematical even for emergency response, much less
monitoring, where a time series of images is usually desirable. Another relatively high resolution system
would appear to be CS A’s ERO S-1.
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Important research systems to be launched soon are: AQUA (to be launched in December 2001) as a
companion to TERRA, and ENVISAT (projected launch date November 2001). ENVISAT capabilities
include C-band radar and the MERIS multispectral package. More radar satellites are planned for
som ewh at fa rthe r in th e fu ture , inc ludin g th e Ja pan ese ALO S s ate llite (L -ban d rad ar, t o be laun che d in
2003) and Radarsat II (same C-band as Radarsat I, but intended to have characteristics that will allow
production of images suitable for interferometric SAR) which has a planned launch date of Ap ril 2003.
Additional multispectral packages of some interest include AMSR and GLI on ADEOS II. ALOS will also
house a panchromatic stereo imager (PRISM) with a resolution of 2.5 m, and SPOT 5 will have a 3 m
resolution pan capability. Lastly, CNES will launch the experimental DEMETER system, to monitor
pulses in the earth’s electromagnetic field, to see if such phenomena are associated with events such as
earth qua kes a nd v olca nic ac tivity.
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Appendix A. Present and Future Satellites and Sensors Useful for Volcanic Hazards
I. Satellites currently in operation

Agency

Chan nels (µm)

Resolutio n (best)

Geostationary meteorological satellites
GOES-8,10
GMS -5
MeteoSAT

NOAA
NASDA
EUMETSAT

0.6, 3.9, 6.7,10.7, 12.0
0.7, 6.9, 1 1.0, 12.0
0.7, 6.3, 1 1.5

4 km
5 km (1.25 vis)
5 km (2.5 vis)

NOAA

0.6, 0.9, 3.9, 10.5, 12.0

1 km

NASA
NASA/USGS
NASA (MODIS, MISR)
METI (Japan)/NASA
NASA
NASA
CSA
ESA/CNES
ISRO
CNES
Space Imagi ng
CSA

6 uv bands
8 vis/IR + pan
36 visible/IR bands
14 visi ble/IR
Same as Terra
Hyperspectral
C band
C band (+ ATSR)
8 vis/NIR bands
Visibl e, 0.9,1.6
panchromatic, multi-spectral
visible panchromatic

39 km
15, 30 m
1 km
15-90 m
1 km
30 m
6-8 m
30 m ( 1 km ATSR)
250 m
10-20 m
1 m, 4 m
1.8 m

Polar-orbiting meterological satellites
NOAA-12, 14, 15, 16 (AVHRR)
Other polar-orbiting satellites
Earthprobe TOMS
Landsa t 7
TERRA (MODIS)
(ASTER )
EO-1 (MODIS)
(Hype rion)
RADA RSAT -1
ERS-2
IRS-P4
SPOT 4
IKONOS
EROS -1
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II. Satellites to be brought on line/ launched

Agency (Launch date)

Chan nels

Resolution (best)

Geostationary meteorological satellites
GOES-11
GOES -M
Meteo SAT S econd G eneratio n (SEVIR I)
MTSat-1R

NOA A (in orbi t)
NOA A (in orbi t)
EUMETSAT (mid-2002)
NASDA (early 2003)

0.6, 3.9, 6.7, 10.7, 12.0
0.6, 3.9, 6.7, 10.7, 13
12 vis/IR bands
0.7, 3.7, 6.7, 10.7,12

4 km ( 1 km vis)
4-8 km (1 km vis)
5 km (1 km vis)
4 km (1 km vis)

Polar-orbiting meteorological satellites
NOAA-M (AVHRR)
and others

NOAA (March 2002)

same as NOAA -15, 16

1 km

QuikTOMS
AQUA (MODIS )

NASA (Sept. 2001)
NASA (Dec. 2001)

6 UV bands
36 vis/IR bands1 km

42 km

ENVISAT (ASAR, AATSR)
MER IS
RADA RSAT -2
ALOS (PALSAR )
(PRISM)
SPOT 5
EROS 2-4
ADE OS II (A MSR , GLI)

ESA (Nov. 2001)
“
”
CSA (2003)
NASDA (FY2003)
CNES (March 2002)
CSA
NASDA

C band
15 vis, N IR
C band
L band
Stereo panchromatic
6 vis/N IR + pa n
Panchromatic
39 vis/IR bands

DEMETER (electromagnetic pulses)

CNES (early 2003)

Non-im aging

Other polar-orbiting satellites
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30 m (1 km AATSR)
300 m
3 m
10-100 m
2.5 m
5-10 m ( 3 m pa n)
1.8 m
250 m-1 km

APPENDIX B: VOLCANIC HAZARDS QUESTIONNAIRE
In early 2000, the Volcanic Hazards group de cided it might be informative to send a questionnaire to
individual volcano observatories regarding their use of satellite imagery, in response to eruptive ac tivity.
The observatories chosen had all seen and responded to volcanic activity in the preceding 2 years, so
there were actual, recent events in which satellite imagery or satellite-derived information could have
been used. The table below shows the list of volcanoes and summarizes the types of activity they had
exhibited.
The format of the ques tionnaire was as follows:
REMOTE SENSING SURVEY
The following questions concern your observatory’s use of remotely sensed data from civilian or
commercial sources only:
1. Has your obse rvato ry us ed re mote ly sen sed (s atelli te/air born e) dat a to m onito r volc ano es? If
so, what type of data was used?
2. During the recent activity of (name) volcano, has remotely sensed data been used and if so, of
what type (e.g. meteorological satellites, Landsat, radar, aerial photography) and for what
purpose?
3. Is your use of remotely sensed data limited by:
Lack of knowledge/expertise
Scientific value of the available data/
Cost?
Timeliness of reception/processing?
4. What type of remotely sensed data would you like to obtain that you do not now?
5. Other comments:
In each case th e questionnaire was sent, not s imply to the observatory, but to an individual contact with
responsibility either for the entire observatory or specifically for remote sensing. The questionnaire was
accompanied by a covering letter introducing CEOS and the Volcanic Hazards group, and asking for
their assistance. The letter and questionnaire were sent out in English or Spanish as seemed
appropriate.

RESULTS OF THE SURVEY
The response rate, although not 100%, was very high, with responses received from all but three of the
original observatories polled. A later followup to two observatories and the Indonesian Volcanological
Survey netted some additional response.
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The responses can be summarized as follows:
1. Most observatories (though not all) do use remotely sensed data. The exceptions are either
extremely isolated physically or severely underfunded.
2. The data most commonly accessed and used are from the meteorological satellites (GOES, AVHRR,
GMS ). They are used to monitor ash clouds and thermal anomalies. In particular, the Hawaii Institute of
Geophysics hotspot website is reaching at least part of its intended audience.
Other IR imagery (Landsat, SPOT) is used for thermal monitoring. TOMS is used for SO2, ash and
aerosol monitoring. SAR imagery is used for topography and deformation monitoring, though not in real
time. High-resolution optical (SPOT, Landsat) is used for topography, location of new lava, ash deposits,
etc. Much of this activity occurs at a few observatories which have better access to imagery, the Web,
and funding.
3. M ost obs erv ato ries do a spir e to use mor e rem ote ly sen sed dat a if it c ould be a rran ged . Th ere is
wide spr ead awa rene ss o f its p ote ntia l.
4. Cost of data and lack of expertise are major inhibitors to wider use, and poor timeliness a significant
factor for some.
5. Significant use of remotely sensed data of volcan ic activity is made by the research c ommunity, “offline” from operational use. Some of this activity is helpful to the observatories, and is sha red with them.
Some is condu cted without commu nication with the observatories and henc e is of relatively little use to
them.
We anticipated that the responses would be bimodal, with some observatories making extensive use of
satellite data, and others comparatively little. The most encouraging aspect of the responses is the
widespread awareness of the existence and utility of satellite imagery, suggesting that the volcano
observatories would be a rece ptive audience to data sharing program s such as the International Charter.
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VOLCAN IC PHENO MENA P OTEN TIALLY OBSE RVABLE
Volcano

Date of
eruption

Ash clouds

Lava flo ws, d ome, et c.;
erosion, deformation

Thermal emissions
from lava, other

Gas emissions
(SO2)

Guagua Pichincha

1999-2000

yes

dome, pyroclastic flows

yes

yes

Tungurahua

1999-2000

yes

ashfall, lahars

yes

very high

Pacaya

2000

yes

lava fountains, flows

yes

minor

Colima

1998-99

yes

dome, pyroclastic flows,
ashfall

yes

yes

Popoc atepetl

ongoing

yes

dome, minor ashfall

yes

yes

Soufriere Hills

ongoing

yes

dome, pyroclastic flows

yes

yes

Mayon

2000

yes

dome, pyroclastic+lava flow

yes

yes

Raba ul

2000

minor

ashfall

?

minor

Shishaldin

1999

yes

ashfall, bombs

yes

yes

Bezym ianny

2000

yes

uncertain

yes

yes?

Piton de la
Fournaise

1999-2000

no

lava fountains, flows

yes

minor

Etna

ongoing

yes

lava fountains, flows

yes

yes

Hekla

2000

yes

lava flows

yes

yes

Grim svotn

1996, 1998

yes

ice cap m elted, ashfall, tep hra
ring

yes?

yes?
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Appendix C
Volcanic Hazards Scenarios Proposed for the International Charter
(Referred to in “Data Acquisition” section, Page 13)
Hazardous volcanic activity poses a threat to people and property. Unlike most other natural hazards,
the d ama ge inf licted by vo lcan oes can be s ignific antly m itigate d if vo lcan ic beh avio r is as ses sed rapid ly,
as dangerous situations develop. Satellite imagery can provide useful information if available to the right
people, and in a timely manner. Therefore we propose the following four scenarios to the committee that
governs the International Charter. Eac h is slightly different, as follows:
Scenario #1
In this scenario, the trigger for a request for assistance und er the Charter would be that an eruption has
been reported at a volcano where there is some prospective danger to people and infrastructure on the
ground. Th is scenario su pposes that only the current a ssets o f the Charter m ember age ncies are
available. It is further assumed that any danger posed by an ash cloud to aircraft or airport operations
will be handled through the existing VAAC/M WO network.
Scenario #2
The trigger for this kind of request for assistance under the C harter would be that there is major
volcanic unrest reported at a volcano which is normally dormant, and where an eruption would pose
danger to people and infrastructure on the ground. It is assumed that any of the satellites listed in
Appendix A will be available for tasking through the Charter at some point in the future.
Scenario #3
The trigger for this request for assistance und er the Charter would be that, at a volcano where a longterm eruption h as been occ urring, there is (1) eviden ce for a chang e in behavio r to a more
dangerous kind of eruption or (2) the build-up of unstable deposits on steep slopes has created a
large-scale lahar/d ebris flow ha zard. Again, populated areas or significant infrastructure must be at
risk; as in Scenario #2, we assume any satellite listed in Appendix A will be available.
Sc ena rio #4 : Vo lcan ic A sh S cen ario
The trigger for a request for assistance under the Charter would be that an eruption has occurred, and
has produced a significant ash cloud, resulting in danger to aircraft in flight or in the vicinity of airports.
Alerting will be handled through the existing VAAC/MW O network, and the imagery acquired would need
to be direc ted a cco rding ly.
Two other general recommendations for all four scenarios:
Value added processing of imagery or data for scenarios 1-3?
Desirable additional processing includes:
1. Feature labeling, north arrow on imagery desirable if user not the responsible volcano observatory, or
if there is no observatory with prior experience for the particular volcano
2. DEM from stereo radar or other stereo imagery, if modern topography not available for the volcano
3. Temperature estimate(s) from IR data
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Value added processing of imagery or data for scenario 4?
Desirable features include:
1. Feature labelling (e.g., edge of visib le ash cloud, north arrow) on imagery desirable if user not the
responsible volcano observatory or VAAC
2. C loud top heig ht e stim ate s ba sed on te mpe ratu res from IR d ata , clo ud s had ow le ngt h fro m vis ible
data

Data delivery mechanism, all scenarios:
Project Ma nager unde r the Charter will need to a sk the end user what w ill work (ftp, Internet, courier,
etc). It may be that derived information FAXed to the observatory may be the fastest means of
communication in the absence of adequate electronic connections.
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Proposed Volcanic Hazard Emergency Scenario #1:
Check if
considered

Obtain background information
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name of volcano and its location (latitude, longitude)
Date(s) of the eruption(s) that have occurred so far
Responsible volcano observatory, if any; nature of ground-based
monitoring being done for the particular volcano, if any
Location of nearby urban centres if any; otherwise an estimate of
population near the volcano (within a radius of 20 km)
Location of major air routes near the volcano, identity of responsible
VAAC
Location of roads, airports, factories, mines, etc.
Previous history of this volcano: frequent small eruptions vs. rare large
eruptions? Explosive vs. non-explosive?
Potential role of water: Is there a lake in the crater or caldera? Is the
volcano on the coast? Are there major rivers, lakes, reservoirs, etc
nearby?
Obtain current and future status of volcanic eruption

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7
1.
2.
3.

4.

Location of vent area, if not at summit location given above
Type of eruption(s) so far: ash column? Lava flow or dome? Ash or
pyroclastic flow? Lahar or mudflow?
Seismicity: are there felt earthquakes? Is seismicity increasing?
Deformation/ground cracking observed?
New/enhanced steaming or sulfur emission or hot spring activity?
Weather near the volcano (cloud cover, wind profile, etc)
Potential/Expected/Future affected zone as eruption continues
Priorities for image planning
SPOT, standard product, plus especially IR data
Radarsat (fine mode, 4). Because of steep topography, need high graze
angle to reduce shadowing and layover (> 35 degrees)
ERS, especially to try to duplicate earlier orbital parameters if archival
imagery exists, for possible InSAR analysis (otherwise, parameters as for
Radarsat)
Search archives all systems for possible pre-eruption imagery, for visual
comparisons, and (for ERS) for potential InSAR
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Proposed Volcanic Hazard Emergency Scenario #2:

Check if
considered

Obtain background information
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Name of volcano and its location (latitude, longitude)
Date(s) of the beginning of unrest
Nature of unrest (seismic, ground cracking, increased fumarolic activity,
etc.) and how much it deviates from normal (dormant) behavior
Responsible volcano observatory, if any; nature of ground-based
monitoring being done for the particular volcano, if any
Location of nearby urban centres if any; otherwise an estimate of
population near the volcano (within a radius of 20 km)
Location of major air routes near the volcano, identity of responsible
VAAC
Location of roads, airports, factories, mines, etc.
Previous history of this volcano: frequent small eruptions vs. rare large
eruptions? Explosive vs. non-explosive?
Potential role of water: Is there a lake in the crater or caldera? Is the
volcano on the coast? Are there major rivers, lakes, reservoirs, etc
nearby?
Obtain current status of volcanic unrest and potential for an eruption

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7
1.
2.

3.
4.

Location of probable vent area, if not at summit location given above
Any small phreatic explosions? Dirty areas on snow even if no activity
directly observed? Landslides or rockfall beyond what is normal?
Seismicity: are there felt earthquakes? Is seismicity increasing?
Deformation/ground cracking observed?
New/enhanced steaming or sulfur emission or hot spring activity? Areas
of vegetation kill? Loss of usual snow cover?
Weather near the volcano (cloud cover, wind profile, etc)
Potential/Expected/Future affected zone if eruption occurs
Priorities for image planning
Moderate to high-resolution visible imagery, standard product, plus IR
Best-resolution C-band SAR imagery. both for visual analysis and for
InSAR. If there is steep topography, will need high graze angle to reduce
shadowing and layover (> 35 degrees) (ENVISAT, RADARSAT-2)
If areas of concern are vegetated (especially in tropics) L-band SAR, as
available, for InSAR evaluation of deformation patterns
Search archives all systems for possible pre-eruption imagery, for visual
comparisons, and for potential InSAR
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Proposed Volcanic Hazard Emergency Scenario #3:
Check if
considered

Obtain background information
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

Name of volcano and its location (latitude, longitude)
Date(s) of the eruption(s) that have occurred so far
Responsible volcano observatory, if any; nature of ground-based
monitoring being done for the particular volcano, if any
Location of nearby urban centres if any; otherwise an estimate of
population near the volcano (within a radius of 20 km) . Towns built on
lahars?
Location of major air routes near the volcano, identity of responsible
VAAC
Location of roads, airports, factories, mines, etc.
Previous history of this volcano: Long eruptions, or multistage eruptions,
that become more explosive in the later stages? Does it have deposits of
large pyroclastic flows or lahars that have traveled long distances?
Potential role of water: Is there a lake in the crater or caldera? Is the
volcano on the coast? Are there major rivers, lakes, reservoirs, etc
nearby?
Obtain current and future status of volcanic eruption

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6
7

1.
2.

3.
4.

Location of vent area, if not at summit location given above
Type of eruption(s) so far: Lava flow or dome? Any ash or pyroclastic
flows? Thickness of accumulated ash? Any estimates of volume?
Seismicity: are there felt earthquakes? Is seismicity increasing?
Any new or increased deformation/ground cracking observed?
New/enhanced steaming or sulfur emission or hot spring activity?
Weather near the volcano (cloud cover, wind profile, etc). Is there a
predictable rainy season that is imminent?
Potential/Expected/Future affected zone for severe eruption? Maximum
possible lahar run-out distances?
Priorities for image planning
Moderate to high-resolution visible imagery, standard product, plus IR
Best-resolution C-band SAR imagery, both for visual analysis and for
InSAR. Because of steep topography, need high graze angle to reduce
shadowing and layover (> 35 degrees) (ENVISAT, RADARSAT-2)
If areas of concern are vegetated or covered by ash or other material
unstable on a small scale, L-band SAR, as available, for possible InSAR
Search archives all systems for possible pre-eruption imagery, for visual
comparisons, and for potential InSAR
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Proposed Volcanic Ash Cloud Scenario:
Check if
considered

Obtain background information
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Name of volcano and its location (latitude, longitude)
Date(s) and time(s) of the eruption(s) that have occurred so far
Responsible volcano observatory, if any; nature of ground-based monitoring
being done for the particular volcano, if any
Locations of major air routes, identity of responsible VAAC
Locations of airports
Potential role of water: Is there a lake in the crater or caldera? Is the volcano
on the coast? Are there major rivers, lakes, reservoirs, etc nearby?

Obtain current and future status of volcanic ash cloud
1.

2.
3.
4.

Type of eruption(s) so far: ash column? Lava flow or dome? Ash or
pyroclastic flow? Lahar or mudflow? Suspected water/ice content of ash
cloud?
Cloud coverage near the volcano
Predicted ash movement from trajectory models (VAFTAD, CANERM,
PUFF, etc)
Strength and direction of winds aloft (from radiosonde, profiler, model or
aircraft)

Priorities for image planning
1.
2.
3.
4.

Operational geostationary satellite images (visible, IR) and derived products
(e.g. split window) (GOES, METEOSAT, GMS) at 30 minute intervals
Operational polar orbiting satellite images and derived products
(AVHRR, FY1-C)
Research polar orbiting satellite images and derived products (EOS Terra,
Aqua, EP-TOMS, etc)
High resolution images (visible, near-IR, IR) from land use satellites (Landsat,
SPOT)
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APPENDIX D.
LIST OF ACRONYMS/ABBREVIATIONS
ACC - A rea Control C entre
ADE OS - A Dvance d Earth O bserving Satell ite (Jap an)
AIRS - Advanced Interferometric Radiometric Sounder (United States)
ASL - Above Sea Level
ASTER - Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emissive Radiometer
ATSR - Along Track Scanning Radiometer
AVHR R - Advanc ed Very H igh Resolutio n Radiom eter
CANERM - CANadian Emergency Response Model
CENAPRED - El Centro Nacional de Prevencion de Desastres , the geophysical agency of
Mexico
COSPEC - Correlation Spectrometer
DEM - Digital Elevation Model
DU - D obson U nits
ENVISAT - ENVironmental SATellite (Europe)
EOS - Earth Observation System (United States)
ERS - Earth Resources Satellite (Europe)
EUM ETSA T - Europ ean Org anisatio n for the Expl oitation o f MET eorolo gical S ATell ite date
GOES - Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (United States)
GMS - Geos tationary M eteorol ogical Satell ite (Jap an)
IAVCEI - International Association of Volcanology and Chemistry of the Earth’s Interior
IAVW - International Airways Volcano Watch
ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization
InSAR - Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar
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JMA - Japan Meteorological Agency
JERS - Japanese Earth Resources Satellite
LEO - Low Earth Orbit
MEDIA - Modele Eulerian de DIspersion Atmospherique (France)
METEOSAT - METeorological SATellite (Europe)
METOP - Meteorological Operational satellite (Europe)
MODIS - Moderate Resolution Infrared Spectrometer (United States)
MSG - Meteosat Second Generation (Europe)
MTS AT - M inistry of T ransporta tion SAT ellite (J apan)
MW O - Meteorological W atch Office
NAM E - Nucl ear Acc ident M odel (G reat Brita in)
NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration (United States)
NAS DA - N Ational S pace D evelop ment Ag ency (Ja pan)
NESDIS - National Environmental Satellite, Data and Information Service (United States)
NOAA - National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (United States)
NOTAM - NOTices to AirMen
OCTS - Ocean Color and Temperature Scanner
OP-FTIR - Open Path Fourier Transform Infra Red Spectrometer
SAR - Synthetic Aperture Radar
SIGMET - SIGnificant METeorological information
SPOT - high resolution land use satellite (France)
SWIR - Short Wave InfraRed
TIMS - Thermal Infrared Mapping Spectrometer
TIR - Thermal InfraRed
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TM - Thematic Mapper
TOMS - Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer
USGS - United States Geological Survey
UV - Ultra-Violet
VAAC - Volcanic Ash Advisory Center
VAA - Volcanic Ash Advisory
VAFTAD - Volcanic Ash Forecast Transport and Dispersion (United States)
VOLCAM - VOLCanic Ash Mapping (United States)
WM O - World Meteorological Organization
WO VO - World Organization of Volcano Observatories
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Figure 1. Areas of monitoring responsibility for the Volcanic Ash Advisory Centers (VAAC) established
by ICA O. S had ed ar eas are u nmo nitore d. (Co urtes y of D. Sch neide r, Ala ska V olca no O bse rvat ory)

Figure 2. Path of eruption cloud from Mount Spurr eruption of 17 September 1992 from NOAA AVHRR
band 4-5 (split window) over a three day period (Schneider et al. 1995)
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Figure 3. Multi-spectral comparison of GOES-8 data for an eruption of Popocatepetl on 27 November
1998.

Figure 4. TOMS UV Aerosol Index from the AD EO S s ate llite on Ma y 8, 1 997 sho wing exte nt o f vo lcan ic
ash from an eruption of Bezymianny (at location shown by +). The resolution of TOMS UV is about 40
km at nadir. (NASA)
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Figure 5.
Canada Emergency Response Model (CANERM) 48 hour forecast output valid on 14
February 1996 at 1200 UTC for an eruption of the Mt. Spurr volcano in Ala ska (from Ser vra nck x et a l.
1996). Ash concentrations are color coded for the altitude range from 20,000 ft (Flight Level 200) to
35,000 ft (FL 350) abov e Mean Sea Lev el (MSL).
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Figure 6. Generic flow chart showing the global volcano hazard alerting system.
agencies responsible for products are shown by trapezoids.

Products are shaded.

Users are shown within rectangles,

Figure 7. Mu lti-sp ect ral La nds at im age of S hishald in volcano on May 25, 1999, showing ash-bearing
erup tion cloud (gray plume at bottom center) and an area of ashfall deposits to the south of the volcano
(dark area under gray plume). Lahar pathways in the snow are also visible through light cloud on the
north side of the volcano (top center) and to the southwest (lower left). Blue areas indicate snow cover.
Image processed and interpreted by D. J. Schneider, USGS. Satellite source: Landsat-7 (false-color
image, using bands 7 (2.2 µm), 5 (1.6 µm) and 4 (0.8 µm). North is up.

Figure 8.
SAR image (in slant range) of Monts errat du ring t he o ngo ing e rupt ion o f So ufrie re Hills
Volcano (1995-). The grey tones are amplitude dat a an d th e co lour is inter fero met ric ph ase dat a. In this
case the phase has not been corrected for topography so we see the effects of topography as fringes
representing about 45m of relief per fringe (blue-green-yellow-red clos er to the sate llite). The data are
from the ERS-1 and -2 C-band SARs (copyright ESA) acquired on 4 and 5 March 1999 respectively. The
phase data are lost over this 24 hour period in areas of forest and from part of the growing lava dome.
The pyroc last ic flow deposits, so me of which destroyed P lymouth the main tow n of Monts errat, are
shown in outline. (from Wadge et al 2001)
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